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Layers of paint were 
applied in two shades with 
the SMART Edge Roller 
and then distressed with 

the Furno Heat Gun. F ind 
the project on page 10!
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shrink wrap Easter eggs

heat gun for stylish blinds

spray a room over for a new use

add sporty style with a stencil
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This freshly-sprayed 

door is one step in 

transforming a room.



When it comes to 
DIY, why not use 
the best and easiest 
tools to make your 
home extra-special 
and personalized? 
In this issue, we 
explore all the 
ways Wagner tools 
can be used to 
renovate and redo. 
We also invite 
design influencers 
from all over the 
United States to 
try the tools for 
themselves and 
express their 
creativity using 
sprayers, heat guns 
and rollers. The 
results starting 
on page 10 show 
the power and 
diversity of these 
tools and how 
useful they are in 
creating your very 
own decorative 
style. Turn 
the pages 
to see 
how the 
Wagner 
family of 
tools can 
empower 

YOU!
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The Wagner FLEXiO 3000 sprayer delivers a smooth, 

consistent finish to almost any surface, from garage doors 

to bathroom walls, from fences to living room ceilings.  

It has the power to spray any paint or stain straight from  

the can with speed and control. It’s time for a smarter way  

to paint. Learn more at WagnerFlexio.com.

FINISH A WEEKEND OF PAINTING 
BY SATURDAY NOON.

THE NEW FLEXiO® 3000 SPRAYER. 
MORE CONTROL AND LESS MESS.
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Turn an old frame with a glass insert into an attractive 
piece of wall art using leftover paint and a graphic stencil.

Hall of
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Sometimes a "trash f ind" can become a treasure. With leftover paint in the sprayer, simply 
tape a stencil over a glass insert in a castoff frame. Paint over the stencil and let dry.
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The Furno Heat Gun takes  

a decorative Easter gift  

to the next level.

es 

Shrink wrap helps keep 

candy fresh and organized 

in a colorful, graphic way.
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Oversized Easter eggs with a 

decorative candy mosaic are a fun 

departure from traditional baskets.

1 Fill the bottom 
of the egg with 

craft paper to make 
a solid base and then 
top with the shredded 
paper grass.

2 Arrange the 
chocolate bunny 

and cookies on top of 
the shredded paper 
using smaller candies 
and jelly beans to fill 
in space.

3 Carefully wrap the egg in shrink wrap 
keeping all the treats in place. Gather the 

extra wrap around the base of the egg and pull 
tight. Cinch the shrink wrap with an eight-inch 
length of wire.

4 With the setting on low, run the heat gun 
over the shrink wrap until it is taut.

Wagner Furno  
Heat Gun

Large plastic eggs

Shredded paper grass

Shrink wrap

Assorted candy

Wire

You will need:
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Doors and windows are our portals to the world. Why not make them points 

of interest when welcoming one and all? These easy ideas are dramatic 

transformations made beautiful with a Furno heat gun and a FLEXiO® sprayer.

Spring
&DOORS

WINDOWS

Everyday shutters are 

a blank canvas.
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Let everyday elements make a statement. Take 
a cookie cutter feature and paint, paper, strip 
or stencil it to make it fit you and your lifestyle. 
Grab some paint chips in your favorite colors and 
imagine all the possible ways you can give your 
home its own personal brand using Wagner tools.
 A Wagner Furno heat gun turns a chippy wood 
door into a modern rustic marvel. Add style to a 
humdrum blind with a graphic stencil. A bi-colored 
door is a fun way to play with color. Decoupaged 
blinds are transformed into floral focal points.
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Wagner Furno heat gun

Wagner SMART Edge Roller

Wagner FLEXiO® 2000

Painter's tape

Two colors of latex paint  
in a satin finish

Paint scraper

Masking paper

Damp work rag

You will need:

Revive your interior door with a 
few favorite paint colors. Three 
paint colors converge to make 
the paneled door a stunning focal 
point against an orange wall—a 
cheerful alternative to a traditional 
wood counterpart. 

F ill a basket with coordinating 

f lowers and hang it from the door 

knob as a surprise for Mom on 

Mother's day.

Is Your Door a Bore?

Mother s dayMoothheer s dayay
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Doors can be more than functional—

they can be colorfu l and inspiring 

works of art.

1 Wipe and clean the door with a damp rag 
and let dry. Use the Furno heat gun and 

scraper to remove any embellishments on the 
door. The heat gun will remove stickers or 
paint with ease.

3 Use masking 
paper to cover 

the painted panels 
and then paint the 
remainder of the door 
in a darker color using 
the FLEXiO® 2000 
with iSpray nozzle. Let 
dry and then remove 
the paper to reveal.

2 Mark off the perimeter 
of the door panel using 

painter's tape. Paint the inside of 
the panel with the SMART Edge 
Roller filled with a light-colored 
paint. Let dry completely.
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Wagner FLEXiO® 2000

3M© Tape'n Drape

Rattan shade

Painter's tape

Super-strong spray adhesive

Mylar stencil

You will need:

1 Remove the 
shade and use 

3M© Tape'n Drape to 
cover the window. 
Painter's tape will help 
hold the edges while 
protecting the wall.

2 Hang the shade 
back up in the 

prepared location and 
roll down fully.

3 Clip the stencil to the shade and then 
spray a light amount of adhesive on the 

back of the stencil and stick it to the shade.

4 Using the FLEXiO® 2000, spray over the 
stencil gliding from left to right keeping 

the nozzle approximately three to five inches 
from the surface.

5 Remove the stencil to reveal the relief. Let 
the paint dry thoroughly before rerolling 

the shade.

There's no reason blinds need to keep you from seeing 
something interesting. Add a stencil to enliven an 
otherwise blank and boring canvas.

Made on the Shade
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A turquoise shade of paint looks brilliant 
against a rich, dark blind.  Always select 
rich contrast to create the boldest and 
most eye-catching statement.

The easy thing about 

stenciling rattan shades 

is that you can embellish 

them in the spot where 

they hang.
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Wagner Furno heat gun

Dropcloth

Paint scraper

Dry cloth

You will need:

1 Place the door on top of the drop cloth before working. 
This will catch any errant paint chips and make clean 

up a breeze.

2 With the heat gun set on low, hold it approximately 
five inches away from the surface of the door to  

loosen the paint. Then use a paint scraper to remove chip 
and clusters of dried paint.

3 Continue until all paint has been removed and  
then wipe down the door with a dry cloth until 

smooth and clean.

Turn an old chippy, multi-paint-layered door 
into a fresh modern rustic masterpiece. 

Open Door Policy

SAFETY NOTE:
Make sure to use a face mask when removing 

paint if you are working with lead paint.
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People love this door. 
Not only because it's 
cool, but because the 
heat gun made it easy 
to get a fresh look 
without any caustic 
stripping chemicals.
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Take a mundane pair 
of blinds and create a 
decorative focal point 
with a Wagner SMART 
Edge Roller and the 
Furno heat gun. The 
result is a stunning 
window treatment that 
matches your décor.

Blind Love

Wagner Furno heat gun

Wagner SMART Edge Roller

Decorative paper  
or wallpaper

Paper cutter

Ruler

Mod Podge

Tray of water

You will need:

Use any patterned 

or solid-colored 

paper to create your 

own distinct look.
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1 Assemble all your tools on a clean 
work area. Measure the blind 

louvers and cut paper rectangles to fit 
the blind panels.

2 Fill the SMART Edge Roller with 
a Mod Podge mixture diluted 

with water (combine two parts Mod 
Podge with one part water).

3 Soak the strips of paper in the 
tray of water for 15 seconds. 

Allow the pieces of paper to drip dry.

4 Using the SMART Edge Roller, 
apply the Mod Podge solution 

to one of the blind louvers and then 
attach the paper.
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6 Dry the louvers 
with the Furno 

heat gun set to low 
until the paper and 
Mod Podge coatings 
are completely dry.

5 Smooth the 
paper in place 

by hand then roll 
over the paper once 
more to cover it in the 
Mod Podge solution. 
Repeat for the 
remaining panels one 
at a time.
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This easy 
process 
results 
in an 
attractive 
pair of 
blinds 
that 
can be 
created 
in about 
an hour.  
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Several gallons of paint  

and a vision transform  

a dated teen movie room 

into a simplified and stylish 

dining area.

Gallonfor
Gallon

The paint used 
was Pittsburgh 
Paints' Thin Ice 
and Hush both in 
a satin finish.
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Wagner Furno heat gun

Wagner SMART Edge Roller

Wagner FLEXiO® 3000 sprayer

3M© Tape'n Drape

Painter's tape

Drop cloth

You will need:

The kids have grown and gone and what was once a room for 
friends and movie nights is now a space needed for extended 
family gatherings. In its original form, the dark paint and moody 
atmosphere were a plus. Now the room will be welcoming and 
washed in light, ready to be used at all times of day.

THE MISSION: A HOLLYWOOD MAKEOVER

A mix of PPG 
latex paints are 
assembled for 
selection and 
transformation.
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First clear the room of all 
furnishings. Then use the  
3M© Tape'n Drape to cover 
the sections you want to keep 
paint-free. The lower portion 
of the wall was draped so 
the entire section could be 
sprayed in one work session. 

ROLL FILM

The chair rail was painted the same cream color 
as the top portion of the sheetrock wall. The 
paneled door got a brightening spray of light 
gray. The bottom portion of the wall consisted of 
cutting the paint in first from the chair rail down 
with a SMART Edge Roller and then finishing 
with the FLEXiO® 2000. 
The window frames 
were a cinch to paint 
with the sprayer 
nozzle set to a vertical 
spray pattern. 

AND THE WINNER IS . . . YOU!
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A painted door is now a 

feature statement.
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When painting a large room like this (three gallons of gray paint 
was used), the FLEXiO® 2000 quickly covers the walls with an 

even coat and uses paint more 
efficiently than a roller or 
brush. The coverage provided 
by the FLEXiO® sprayer was 
excellent and the remarkable 
transformation from dark to 
light was nearly instantaneous. 

FEATURING THE FLEXiO® 2000
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Scrubbed pine wood is all the rage and looks stunning 
in this modern rustic setting. The Furno heat gun 
was used to transform a white-painted table into a 
stunning dining room table with a fresh look and 
natural wood appeal. To restore a similar table to its 
original state, first set the Furno to medium. Gently 
hover the heat gun over the surface until the paint 
bubbles and then scrape the paint off the surface using 
a paint scraper. Then wipe clean with a tack cloth.

BARE IT ALL

wetpaint

The color palette 
was inspired by 
Pantone's color 
of the year and 
all its shade 
variations.
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The fuse box was sprayed the same 
color as the wall and disappears into 
the design while featuring an antique 
mirror. The furniture was sprayed a 
complimentary gray which looks elegant 
against the lavender paint.  The final 
stripped table and simple furnishings 
glow in the light of the room. 

A PRETTY NEW PLACE
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Some paint and the power 
of the FLEXiO® sprayer 

makes this room an 
instant design success.
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Ease!    Picking colors, moving furniture, and 
preparing to reclaim a space can be overwhelming. Using a 
paint sprayer means the "doing" part of the project will be 
swift and transformative. As the paint on the walls dries, 
the light reflects on surfaces in ways it never has before. The 

effect is dramatic and airy and the room has been reborn 
as a new charming and functional space.

WHAT DO WE LOOK FOR IN Aroom makeover?
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THE CHALLENGE

S
tyle guru Matthew Mead and Wagner invited 
10 social media influencers, style bloggers, and 
designers to Wagner's headquarters in Minneapolis 

last November to introduce them to Wagner tools and 
challenge them to create their own 
distinctly-styled spaces.

Janet Metzger 

(ABOVE) gives the 

FLEXiO® 5000 a 

quick test run.  

A gleeful  

Debbie Hayes 

(RIGHT) discovers 

how easy it is  

to use the 

FLEXiO® 3000. 

The designers were given access to an assortment 
of castoff furnishings and blank sheetrock walls 
and doors as a starting point. From there, they 
could pick their preferred paint colors and use the 

Wagner sprayers and paint tools to 
transform these blank canvases. 

INSPRAY TIONAL
THE WAGNER

INFLUENCERS CONVERGE FOR A CREATIVE CHALLENGE.
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(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) A bird's-eye view of 

the drywall sets that provided the blank 

canvas for each designer and influencer to 

express themself. Designer Corey Hendrix 

with his bouquet of flowers. A cocktail crafted 

by the staff of Tattersall distillery. After 

painting, the designers got to fill the room 

with their pick of furniture and decorations.
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MINNEAPOLIS HOTSPOTS
DAY ONE:

Day one kicked off with a 
class on flower arranging 
at the Foxglove Market in 
Minneapolis, taught by 
florist Christine Hoffman. 
She introduced the group to 
locally-grown organic flowers 
and provided instruction 
on how to hand tie flower 
bouquets. The group picked 
from a wide array of fresh 
blooms and favorite flowers, 
then matched the color of their 
blossoms to Behr Marquee® 
paints for their design spaces.
 A tour bus then took the 
group to an art studio to meet 
Anna Palmquist, a collage 
artist known for her process of 
layering and combining found 
objects into art pieces. The 
group took part in a hands-on 
project where Anna shared her 
methods for layering paper 
and working with Mod Podge.
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INSPRAYTION  
THROUGH THE SENSES
From the art studio, the group made a short 
trip to the innovative Tattersall distillery. 
Their creative team shared their passion for 
making flavored alcohol and shared their 
process for crafting  high quality spirits. 
The group toured the facilities to see the 
distillery in action and stories of how they 
stay inspired.
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USING A WAGNER SPRAYER
DAY TWO:

Once colors were chosen, a trip to the Home 

Depot yielded everything necessary for the 

easy transformation. Behr Marquee® paints,  

painter's tape, and drop cloths made creating 

and clean up incredibly easy. 

On day two, the designers began physical work on their 
spaces,exploring all the possibilities that a blank canvas 
and a Wagner paint sprayer present. The tools of the trade 
included an array of Marquee paints, a plethora of paint 
sprayers and heat guns, various stencils and painter's 
tape. Designers began by preparing their sprayers with 
their flower bouquet-influenced paint colors, and then 
filled the room with the furniture, pillows and decorative 
pieces all transformed with Wagner tools.
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Furnishings, supplies 

and Wagner tools 

were all within 

easy reach for the 

designers. With the 

FLEXiO® sprayers, 

they transformed 

the blank spaces 

into display-

ready decorative 

showstoppers in  

no time.

A test wall teaches 
each inf lu encer 
about spray patterns. 
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The group went into the design challenge without 
any knowledge of what would take place. They 
had to think on their feet and make spur-of-the-
moment design choices. Matthew Mead planned 
the event to unfold in an improvisational style. 

There was some healthy competition for 

furnishings to fill their newly-painted spaces. 

Wagner sprayers transformed some of these 

castoff items into stunning centerpieces. 

FROM BLOOMS 
TO ROOMS
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Janet's talents thrived 
when using the FLEXiO® 
sprayer to achieve the 
romantic style she is 
known for. Janet sprayed 
two colors with ease 
and used a bold black to beautifully 
offset her hand-painted garland and 
roses. The rest of her paint-sprayed 
furnishings included a pillow and 
Adirondack chair. She also blogs at 
theemptynest-janet.blogspot.ca.

Corey and Amanda are a married couple 
who run a succesful DIY and home decor 
website. They used shades of gray and green 
to create a subtle and soothing space. After 

spraying the sheetrock 
gray, Corey and Amanda 
took turns transforming 
the furniture and 
accessories with smooth, 
even coats of color. 
Among their transformations: a wood entry 
console, baskets and a vintage tuscan jug.
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JANET METZGER
THE EMPTY NEST

COREY AND  
AMANDA HENDRIX
LOVEANDRENOVATIONS.COM

Janet was able to spray 

her two colors in a 

swooping scallop fashion.
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Bruno and Alicia, founders of 
Curbly.com, chose a dramatic 
palette in black to create an 
entryway with vintage sports 
gear. The floor was transformed 
with an intricate stencil design 
and the bench sprayed in 
a shade of evergreen. Their 
space shows the many diverse 
ways Wagner tools can quickly 
transform a space. 

BRUNO AND ALICIA BRONSZTEIN
CURBLY.COM

 The intricate floor pattern 

dried in no time. The eventual 

wear on a painted floor gives 

it a warm European feel. 

Black paint creates a 

gallery-style wall.
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MEG HEMMELGARN
GREENWITHDECOR.COM

DANIELLE DRISCOLL
FINDINGSILVERPENNIES.COM

Meg from Green with Decor 
chose bright neutrals to create 
a welcoming contemporary 
space. Meg sprayed the 
walls, door, floor 
and console all 
in different but 
coordinating shades 
of color. The shapes 
of Meg's furnishings 
help to define the 
space with clean 
lines. A wood tray is 
made special with an 
intricate stencil.  

Danielle began with a 
dramatic, deep blue 
background to show off 
her penchant for summery 
seaside style. She sprayed 
the door in a smooth, even 
coat of sea foam blue while 
furnishings got a washed 
effect in shades of white.  
Danielle found the ease 
and speed of the FLEXiO® 
sprayer immensely helpful 
in the short time alloted for 
the transformation. 

Meg's room has a soothing 

color palette that makes it 

fresh and modern.

The dark walls are in  

Behr Marquee® Calligraphy.  
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Ashley's "shades of gray" room demonstrates how Wagner tools can 
create style with just a couple techniques. Ashley sprayed the floor 
and then patterned it with a stencil and the SMART Edge roller. The 
walls and bench got complimentary and coordinating shades. The 
result is a modern space that is graphic, easy on the eyes and shows 
off Ashley's personal style. 

A
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ASHLEY THURMAN
CHERISHEDBLISS.COM
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Rachel, who runs a paint 
shop and a successful 
kitchen cabinet-painting 
business, was inspired by 
her southwest roots. She 
chose to spray items in a 
bold orange shade against 
a neutral background.  
Her room included a 
bench, a sprayed and 
distressed book case, and 
upcyled wall art. Rachel 
loved how the FLEXiO® sprayer was "easy 
to use" and how it "created a smooth and even finish." 

Debbie, a boutique shop 
consultant and paint expert, 
picked a midnight blue color 
for the wall and fell in love with 
the SMART 
Edge roller and 
Furno heat gun.  
The result was 
an artificially-
aged door that 
had a distinct 
and believable 
vintage quality.  

RACHEL ELISE TRIMBLE
RESTYLEJUNKIE.COM

DEBBIE HAYES
MYPATCHOFBLUESKY.COM
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A family workout room gets a 

basketball-themed makeover 

by creating simple stencils 

with FrogTape®.

Are your family members 
fans of basketball? Why 
not keep the game 
spirit alive beyond 
March Madness by 
decorating your 
family or workout 
room with an iconic 
basketball design? 
Gather a couple of 
gallons of paint, a 
few supplies and let 
Wagner's sprayers 
assist you in a game-
winning design.
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* Spray on style with  
a FLEXiO® 3000.  
A simple design
makes an artful and 
sporty statement.

BEFORE
AFTER

A dramatic paint color and stencil relief  

                          add real and instant style. 
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2 Unpack the Wagner FLEXiO® 2000 paint sprayer. Read all 
the instructions including the saddle label, which is wrapped 

around the back of the sprayer turbine. You'll find numerous 
informative tips and instructions on operating the Wagner sprayer.

BASKETBALL WALL
Wagner FLEXiO® 2000 

with iSpray nozzle

Black Boudoir flat latex 
paint by Behr Marquee®

Emergency Zone  
flat latex paint by  

Behr Marquee®

FrogTape®

Four-foot length  
of string

Plastic dropcloth

Burnishing tool or 
bonefolder

Yardstick

Damp cloth

Push pin

You will need:

1 Prepare the room for painting—drape any 
furniture, windows and the floor with 

plastic or a dropcloth. Use FrogTape® to mark 
off any areas you want to keep paint-free like 
baseboards and trim work. 

3 Place a plastic liner in the sprayer cup 
and fill with orange paint. Test the 

iSpray nozzle according to directions and 
set the spray pattern to horizontal. Spray 
the portion of the wall that will be stenciled 
with the orange paint. Move the sprayer in a 
left to right pattern about three inches from 
the wall surface until it has an even coat of 
paint. Let dry thoroughly.
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4 To create the basketball design, first print and review any image 
from the internet. Use a yardstick to measure out pattern points 

for each arc on the wall. Then, tie a piece of chalk to a four-foot length 
of string and attach to the wall with a push pin. Review your basketball 
image and simulate the pattern of the ball design with chalk arcs. 
Shorten the length of the string for smaller arcs. This may take a few 
attempts to get your desired lines, but chalk wipes away easily with a 
damp cloth.

5 Tape directly over the chalk arcs using small three-inch sections of 
FrogTape® until the basketball design is fully masked. Run a plastic 

burnishing tool over the tape to create a strong, paint-proof bond.

6 Line the sprayer cup with a plastic liner and fill with black latex 
paint. With the 

iSpray nozzle set for 
a horizontal spray 
pattern, coat the wall 
with black paint using 
the same method as 
spraying the orange 
paint. Let the surface 
dry completely.

7 Peel the FrogTape® 
from the wall, 

working from the top 
down and cutting the 
tape pieces as you work 
to avoid any mishaps.

A series
 of cha

lk line arcs 

make up a design map. 

FrogTape® brings it to 
life.

FrogTape® is formulated to 
create a sharp seal on the surface 
allowing for clean and crisp lines 
when using a stencil and paint. 
The result is a clean and smooth 
finish with no paint bleed.
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Wagner FLEXiO® 2000 
with iSpray nozzle

Off Broadway semi gloss 
paint by Behr Marquee®

FrogTape®

Two-foot length of string

Yardstick

Damp cloth

Push pin

You will need:

1 Use the yard stick to find the center of the table. Draw a 2-inch 
wide vertical line down the center of the table with chalk and place 

FrogTape® on each side of the chalk line. Repeat the step by taping off a 
horizontal line.

2 Tie a piece of chalk to the string and place a push pin in the edge 
of the table. Tie the string to the push pin and draw an arc across 

the surface of the table with the chalk. Repeat on the opposite side of 
the table. This may take a couple of tries to achieve the desired arc, but 
chalk wipes away with a damp cloth.

Reclaim a round coffee 
table with a basketball 
design—a perfect 

addition to a workout 
room to place weights  
or a cold drink.

BASKETBALL TABLE

BEFORE
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A round table of any size or style can be easily 

transformed into this iconic table with some  

FrogTape® and a Wagner sprayer.

3 Tape the outside of the arc pattern with two-inch pieces of 
FrogTape, paying attention to crafting a smooth arc pattern. 

4 Spray over the prepared table with the 
Wagner FLEXiO® 2000 sprayer. Work 

from right to left holding the sprayer about three 
inches from the surface. Let dry thoroughly and 
then remove tape to reveal the design.

Take the shot!

AFTER
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Shop Talk

Teach & Transform
Paint shop owner Amy Rothe shares 
her love of painting by teaching 
techniques to engaged patrons of her 
shop. The result is a place to learn 
about and experience paint's ability  
to transform almost anything.

Amy painted the store door green 

to attract customers who go in and 

quickly become students.

MATTHEW MEAD: What do you think 
students want to learn most about painting?
AMY ROTHE: Most of my students 
want to see painting techniques in 
person and then try it themselves on 
practice boards. Some have specific 
pieces of furniture they'd like to paint—
like that scratched-up side table from 
Grandma they don't love and yet can't 
seem to part with. Trying things out 
with a professional walking them 
through it helps tremendously and any 
questions can be answered on the spot.
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Sage & Twine
874 Main St. #3, Contoocook, NH 03229
Visit sageandtwine.com for more details.

Sage & Twine owner Amy Rothe    
 shares her painting techniques. 

MM: Paint is so transformative—changing 
the finish, color, etc. Do you find your 
customers are awed by the transformations?
AR: I've never had a student who wasn't 
surprised by seeing the transformation. They 
can't believe how something they almost 
threw out now looks great. They're shocked 

at how easily they could transform their 
old furniture. I love when my students get 
quiet after that initial shock and appreciate 
how good their pieces look. 
 The chalk and milk paint products we 
use at Sage & Twine are either low or no 
VOC (volatile organic compounds). The 
fact that our products can be used safely 
by health-conscious people, pregnant 
women, or people with allergies appeals 
to our customers and makes me feel 
good about using and selling them.

MM: Your shop is filled with vintage, one-
of-a-kind pieces that you've painted. What is 
appealing to you about adding a new finish 
to something vintage?
AR: Let's be honest—furniture isn't made 
the way it used to be. Unless it's crafted by a 
fine-craftsperson or woodworker, many new 
pieces are either made with pressed wood, 
veneered with manufactured products, or have 
toxic chemical finishes. Antique and vintage 
furniture tends to be constructed better and 
made with real wood or a real wood veneer. 
 I think the best thing is that each painted 
piece is one-of-a-kind. You know that no one 
else is going to have the same piece in their 
home. That's exciting! It gives each customer 
the opportunity to create a home environment 
that's special; a decor that represents the 
uniqueness of the individual or family.
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Fat Paint is a 
creamy brand of 
chalk-like paint 
that comes in a 
wide range of 
lustrous colors.
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MM: What is most surprising to you about 
using a sprayer?  
AR: I'm surprised that I still get excited by the 
time it saves. Hand painting furniture 
is such a physical endeavor so it cuts 
down on the repetitive motions and 
back-breaking labor. Amen!

MM: What types of projects do you 
think a sprayer is most useful for?
I think a sprayer is most useful 
for larger pieces or batches of 
furniture done at once. Definitely 
kitchen cabinets and all of the 
drawers. Wicker furniture or other 
pieces with tiny details that are 
impossible to do with a brush are also 
transformed in no time at all with a sprayer. 
I would even spray the outside of a house or 
building or a deck. 

If you want to paint a large hutch, kitchen 
cabinets, or an entire room of furniture, you'll 
be saving a significant amount of time and 
labor by using a Wagner sprayer. So, for those 
jobs, I'll take the sprayer HANDS DOWN!

The name of Amy's shop, Sage & Twine, 
conjures thoughts of organic simplicity.

Amy's staircase is a project 
that insprired students to see 
how a simple painted detail 
can make a dramatic impact.
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INTRODUCING 
THE REVOLUTIONARY 

FURNO™ 750 HEAT GUN KIT

The Wagner FURNO 750 heat gun will have you removing, 

shaping, and fixing almost everything on your project list in 

no time at all. With variable temperature settings and fan 

speeds that deliver precise heat, a set of accessories and the 

Angle Loc feature in the storage case that allows both hands 

to work on table-top projects, you’ll find that the FURNO heat 

gun is designed for 100’s of uses. Your tool bench is finally 

complete. Learn more at wagnerfurno.com/101uses.

PRECISE HEAT DELIVERY MAKES 
QUICK WORK OF ANY PROJECT.
PRECISE HEAT DELIVERY MAKES 
QUICK WORK OF ANY PROJECT.

117 temperature settings

5 fan speeds

Durable ceramic elements

LCD display with  
push-button controls

Angle Loc storage case
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Spring paint projects are like a  
new lease on life—brighten doors, 
windows and walls with these fresh 

shades from Behr Marquee®.

1. FERROUS
2. BALCONY SUNSET
3. GOLDEN THREAD

4. LAMPLIT

5. PLANET GREEN
6. GREEN PLAZA

7. PISTACHIO

1

3

5 76

2 4

Spring
Spray on
PAINT PALETTE

FOR DOORS, WALLS,  
WINDOWS AND FLOORS
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